In the contemporary U.S. and elsewhere, media representations of Africa are stuck on images of a continent repeatedly victimized by rampant disease, famine, and generalized suffering. Instead of ignoring or pitying such images, why not explore how Africans themselves write about, visualize, and reimagine “health” in contemporary Africa? In this GESM in Humanistic Inquiry, we will delve into various African narratives in order to examine how writers and filmmakers from across the continent have engaged with ideas of health, gender and the body to counter and to complicate those dominant images associated with Africa and Africans. In particular, we will consider portraits of: bodily and psychological maladies associated with colonization; health and (dis)ability in postcolonial nation-building; HIV/AIDS; and sexuality. Alongside these literary and cinematic texts, you will learn about the major historical and cultural threads that inform them.
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